a semiclassical model, we investigate the dynamic neutralization and relaxation of slow (E © kin 100 eV) multiply charged ions which are reflected on metal surfaces. Special emphasis is devoted to nearsurface interaction mechanisms. Our model includes a Monte Carlo sampling over projectile parameters and detailed ionic structure calculations of projectile energy levels. In a full trajectory simulation, our results simultaneously comply with measured trends in projectile kinetic energy gains and final charge-state distributions of the reflected ions as well as total electron yields and spectra. Recently discovered characteristic features in the electron spectra can be uniquely assigned to distinct above-surface regions of the projectile trajectory.
INTRODUCTION
In slow collisions with complex targets, multiply charged ions 
A.

¢
Atomic energy levels
In the present work we significantly improved the modeling of autoionization by integrating the calculation of binding . We arrive at the side-feeding rate
. It is expressed in terms of the 
Â
Evolution of projectile level populations
For MCI-metal-surface collisions, we obtain the dynamically may occur only for a small fraction of the particle runs. We stress that in this context the term statistical does not µ . Regarding the significant modifications ¶ to our original code, this agreement cannot necessarily be expected. However, it is facilitated by the fact that the kinetic energy gain is mainly accumulated at large ion-surface · separations, whereas the modifications discussed in · this paper focus on close interactions. Table I lists 
Ï
Under the assumption of a weak influence of the pro- 
V. VARIATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
In this section we study how the outcome of our simulation is affected by switching off or by changing the speed of 
